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1. Identify 
Find the monument on Search the National Heritage List for England 
(NHLE) www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list using its name or 
the online map. This will give a description, map, National Grid reference 
and monument number.

2. Check access 
Some monuments are on open access land, or are visible from public 
rights of way. Others are in places belonging to the National Trust, the 
Forestry Commission and other organisations that welcome visitors and 
the information provided by surveys. But there is no public right of access 
to Scheduled Monuments. Visits to private land must always be with the 
owner’s knowledge and consent. On all visits please follow the countryside 
code  
www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-countryside-code/the-
countryside-code-advice-for-countryside-visitors.

3. What to take 
Take a mobile phone or camera (something about minimum phone 
standard) a digital or hard copy of this form and something to use as a 
scale in photographs, such as a walking stick or scarf.

4. Vegetation 
Describe the vegetation on and around the monument using the following 
terms: pasture; unmanaged grassland/heath; bracken; scrub to 1.5m; scrub 
1.5m+; woodland; individual trees Do you think that a vegetation type is 
spreading? Is it causing damage? Is it obscuring the monument?

5. Earthworks 
Describe height, form and dimensions of earthworks where these are 
not given on the NHLE description. They may be clear-cut and sharply-
defined like some barrows, or diffuse like deserted settlements.
Identify areas of cultivation and erosion, perhaps drawing a sketch plan. 
Suggest possible causes of erosion like livestock, bikers, horses or storm 
damage. Make a note of new paths around the monument and the effects 
of rabbit burrows and badger activity, together with areas of trampling 
and compaction.

6. Structures 
Some monuments such as ruined buildings have above-round masonry 
and brickwork. These require specialist survey, but it is very helpful to note 
major defects such as plants growing out of masonry and collapsed walls.

7. Sketch plan 
A sketch plan of the monument pinpointing problems is always useful. 
You can draw something on site using the additional sheet provided or 
download an aerial photograph or lidar image and draw over that.

8. Condition statement 
Pull together the information that you have collected as a statement of 
no more than 400 words covering: overall condition; changes since the 
last survey, if known; the main types of vegetation; what is increasing and 
decreasing; damage that may be caused by plants; erosion, cultivation 
and disturbance. If the monument is in good condition and there are no 
major problems, say so.

7. Photographs 
Take up to four photographs which best show the state of the monument 
showing their location on the sketch plan. Feel free to use the additional 
sheet to reference photograph file names.

8. Upload 
You can upload your condition statement and photographs directly to 
Historic England’s Enrich the List site www.historicengland.org.uk/listing/
enrich-the-list once you have followed the quick registration procedure. 
The completed forms should be sent to xxx.

Scheduled Monuments are legally-protected and nationally 
important. Until 1999 they were known as Scheduled Ancient 
Monuments. They range from prehistoric stone circles to Cold War 
bomb stores. There are 19,933 in England, 575 of which are in the 
South Downs National Park including major landmarks such as 
Lewes Castle, Cissbury Ring hillfort, ridgetop Bronze Age barrows 
and Amberley Lime Kilns.

They can be damaged by cultivation, erosion, scrub growth, 
burrowing animals, removal of soil and stonework and a host of 
other factors. It is impossible for Historic England to monitor them 
regularly. Volunteers have a major part to play in assessing their 
condition so that they can be safeguarded.

Instructions
Please help by recording the state of a monument, using this straightforward procedure which does not require previous experi-
ence of archaeology. If you want to learn more, the Monuments Toolkit can be obtained from xxxx
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